National Costumes

Master the use of QuickTime Virtual Reality (QTVR) movies as you search for details in costumes from many lands. QTVR creates an immersive learning experience for students by creating an experience of standing in a real place and looking around.

This activity is located on the Web at:
http://fcit.usf.edu/internet/costume.htm

With virtual reality, it is possible to move (pan) from left to right and zoom in on details. To pan from left to right, click on the VR picture and drag in the direction you want to go. Your cursor will then change into an arrow pointing in the direction you’re moving.

Some questions will require you to get close to a figure.

Use this button to zoom in. You can zoom in by pressing the shift key on your keyboard, when the cursor is in the movie.

Use this button to zoom out. You can also zoom out by pressing the control key on your keyboard, when the cursor is in the movie.
QuickTime Virtual Reality Activity

1. There are currently two country domain codes for Great Britain. One of them is ".gb" and the other is hidden on King Henry’s platform.
   What is the second country code for Great Britain?________

2. Marva is wearing her favorite light blue dress with palm trees on it. Where is Marva from? _______________
   (Hint: her country’s domain code is ".bb")

3. Monsieur Pierre always signs his paintings in red paint using the country code for France.
   What is the country domain code for his homeland?________

4. Hank, the cowboy, recently had his saddle branded with the country domain code for America.
   What is the country domain code for the U.S.A.?________

5. Marcus and Elizabeth love the sound of their new yellow steel drum.
   What is the country domain code for Jamaica?________

6. Hans and Heidi each have one letter of Austria’s country domain code embroidered on their clothing.
   What is Austria’s country domain code?________